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A key component of a full service hotel is to provide the service that answers the 
basic needs that arise when a guest is in house.  The lack of ability to meet the needs of 
the guest can impact the overall perception of the customer service and of the property as 
a whole in a very negative manner.  A study of the methods used by modern day hotels in 
their endeavor to meet customer’s dynamic demands is necessary to understand the types 
of processes, technologies, and requirements which are mandatory to be a best in class 
provider of guest service and care. 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this professional paper is to develop a case that analyzes the 
implementation of a guest service response system at a full service hotel resort.  The term 
implementation will refer to the following: the start to completion process and steps 
utilized to install a new method into hotel operations.  The definition of system, for the 
purposes of this report is a technological solution that utilizes limited manual processes 
and relies upon computers, mobile devices and computer programming.  For the purposes 
of this report the term full service hotel resort will refer to a casino resort and hotel that 
offers its guest the full array of guest amenities. 
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Statement of Objective 
 
The approach followed for this analysis will be to describe the successes, 
obstacles, and procedures of the implementation of a system based solution to a service 
industry question.  It is the objective of this analysis and review to highlight both the 
process used for implementation of a system at the case resort (i.e. Mandalay Bay) and 
identify best practices for this type of implementation in a general full service resort. 
Organizational Consideration 
 
This case analysis will focus on the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in Las 
Vegas, Nevada.  The resort was facing a business demand to find a solution to the 
problem of dispatching, distributing, and completing guest service calls.  The guest 
service calls for this resort include amenities delivery by housekeeping (i.e. towels and 
rollaway beds) and guest room maintenance requests for engineering (i.e. TV broken in a 
guest room).  The solution to this dilemma was found in the implementation of a service-
response software system.  Mandalay Bay needed to ensure that problems with 
implemenaton that were suffered by a sister property, the MGM Grand Resort and 
Casino, during the roll-out of the same system were not duplicated.  A strict 
implementation plan, training and full communication strategy would need to be in place 




The hospitality industry must acknowledge the fact that as populations and 
financial standings increase, guest will become more demanding.  Beyond guest demand, 
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the size of full service resorts and properties lead to more complicated amounts of details 
that agents and managers must be able to provide.  Large resorts can not do this alone.  If 
hotels are attempting to identify themselves as service orientated, they will need to be 
able to provide quick, efficient, and reliable service.  This case analysis will demonstrate 





The paper will proceed by including a review of existing literature to conclude if 
the implementation plan used at Mandalay Bay was encompassing, successful, and 
repeatable.  In order to determine the success factor of the system implementation the 
literature review will need to include the following: An evaluation of hotel industry guest 
response standards and methods in place.  The literature must consider alternatives to 
system based dispatching and the costs of updating the process.  The literature review 
will also include training of line-level employees in regards to new systems, which will 
look at best practices, costs and timing.  In addition to a literature review a detailed case 
analysis of the system implementation at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino will be 
completed.  The case analysis will be written from a perspective of the system 
administrator and certain key users of the system at Mandalay Bay.  The case analysis 
will review the previous methods of service order dispatching utilized at the property and 
the flaws of the previous system.  Furthermore an examination of the steps and planning 
that was executed to fully bring the project to its culmination will be included.  The 
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analysis will conclude with the training effort used and some feedback and statistics 
taken after the system had been in place.   
At the conclusion of the literature review and case analysis it is hoped that the 
reader will have found an example of a rollout of a system-based guest –response 
solution to the problems and issues that impact service.  After all, if looking towards 
technology can assist the hotel industry with the complicated factors of the business, then 
a best use of the industry’s resources can be put into practice to provide a truly 
exceptional service-orientated experience for guests. 
Benchmarking the current process 
 
When the guest in room 15915 wants additional towels, he doesn’t want to wait 
long.  In the past, the guest would call the front desk or the operator, which would in turn 
contact the housekeeping office which would search around the storage room for towels 
and decide who was going to deliver them (Freed, 2007).  This process is all too familiar 
to the hotel industry; the process of guest delivery and dispatching.  Not only does the 
process impact housekeeping, but all functions within hotel operations including: front 
desk, engineering, public areas and food and beverage.  Members of these groups are 
forced to jot down important information when taking messages from guests over the 
phone.  Guest service agents would need to make sure to legibly and accurately jot down 
the name, the date, the time, the call-back number and the complete message (Simos, 
2007).  These messages were often the only source or evidence of guest requests.  Can 
this method of manual documentation and searching for a delivery representative be the 
only method for hotels?   
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Alternatives to manual guest dispatching 
 
If you are serious about offering a decent dispatch and delivery operation then 
you will have to invest in a system. "Start by asking: 'What kind of service do we want to 
give our customers?' - and then see what technology is available to fit these 
requirements," advised Travelsphere head of call center Lisa Cochran (“Call centre check 
list?”, 2007).  Valuing and investigating technology to use in place of a manual method is 
an effective way to increase hotel and resorts potential in reaching good guest service.  
The following example highlights the use of technology as a substitute to manual 
dispatching. 
Mandarin Oriental, New York recently partnered with MTech of Miami, 
Florida, to integrate HotSOS — an Internet powered application with 
support for Blackberries. HotSOS is helping the hotel keep everyone "in 
the loop" in real time so service levels consistently can exceed even the 
heightened expectations of valued upper-upscale guests. Luis Segredo, 
President and Co-Founder of MTech, added that another key selling point 
is HotSOS requires no individual servers or additional staff to maintain 
and support them. "Know each guest better, with real-time, enterprise-
wide guest recognition and profiling. Enforce corporate guest response 
and maintenance standards. Improve response times, and ultimately repeat 
business and referrals, with automated scheduling and dispatching to 
wireless phones and devices. It’s easy. It’s affordable. And it’s available. 
… It’s HotSOS," Segredo added (Mandarin Oriental, New York 
Accelerates Service with MTech’s HotSOS, 2005) (page 1).  
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 A second example of the HotSOS system illustrates the flexibility and options 
available to facilities when embracing technology. 
Donald Kenney, Hotel 1000 IT Manager, explained that Vocera is being 
used as a wireless VoIP replacement for more traditional walkie-talkie 
handsets for voice communication and text messages. When work order 
requests are downloaded into the HotSOS system, a text message is 
immediately sent from HotSOS to the related hotel department. For 
example, if a light bulb is burned out in a guestroom, the information is 
downloaded into HotSOS and then the work order is text messaged to the 
engineer wearing Vocera. Within minutes of the guest request being 
issued, the closest engineer is headed to the guestroom with light bulb in 
hand. The result is a quicker and more seamless interaction with the guest 
which also significantly improves service response time and enhances 
overall productivity (High-Tech Hotel 1000 Taps HotSOS, Vocera to  
Streamline Guest-Response, 2007) (page 1). 
Implementing a new system 
 
After acknowledging the concept that a system solution will enhance guest 
services, a plan for introducing and implementing a new service is important; after all ‘an 
information system is successful only if it is liked and used by stakeholders, in addition to 
meeting organizational goals’ (Davison & Deeks, 2007). 
Several variables appear to drive successful e-business implementations.  A 
critical component is the support of the executive level management group (Chuang & 
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Shaw, 2005).  This group must be committed to the change the process that implementing 
the e-business system is sure to cause.  Internet, automated solutions must be supported 
by top management in all parts of the hotel operations departments.  Management support 
will typically filter down to the core stakeholders of a new system.  System stakeholders, 
commonly direct users, are core to any systems development, and the ones most affected 
by a potential change.  Thus it is crucial to include all users in the planning stages; this 
includes your guest room attendants, front desk staff, and management personnel.  A 
significant aspect of a new system implementation is the use of data flow diagrams of the 
system to be improved.  These diagrams are used to model the relevant business 
processes, data entry points, and data flows.  These data flows graphically represent both 
the physical and the logical views of a circumstance in the current and proposed systems. 
It was therefore considered feasible to have system stakeholders use the data flow 
diagrams to rate the processes that make up the current and proposed systems, indicating 
the ‘‘attractiveness’’ of each process from their own perspectives (Davison & Deeks, 
2007).  Encouraging stakeholder feedback in the development stages of a system 
increases the likelihood that the system will meet the needs of the customer and end user. 
Beyond management buy-in, communication, and planning of processes; a new 
system rollout requires end user training.  The unique difficultly in training in hospitality 
is the turn-over tendencies.  High turnover leads to inconsistent service delivery. The 
solution is to make guest service line positions more lucrative so that turnover is reduced 
and training can move from basic to proficient (Verret, 2006).  Ensuring that staff is fully 
trained and making sure that all the essential items work well are the keys to being a 
successful luxury operator (Cowdray, 2008). While hotels will want to consider end user 
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training, they often find themselves internally staffing for this function.  Most of the 
people responsible for training at the property level are not professional trainers. In fact, a 
study from the Educational Institute of the American Hotel & Motel Institute showed that 
training managers account for only 2.9 % of those who actually end up doing the 
training.  Instead, general managers (37.8%), supervisors (18.2%), and human resource 
managers (16%) are most likely to conduct training sessions (Johnson & Kennedy, 2007). 
PART THREE 
 
From the literature review an evaluation of considerations for system 
implementation at service properties was provided.  The review highlighted rational 
methods of guest service delivery and dispatching and offered glimpses into the new 
methods to support this function.  While it is appropriate and important to understand the 
academic evidence of the tools available to the hospitality industry in regards to guest 
delivery, it is just as valid to review real-life examples.  The following case analysis will 
follow the planning, training, and roll-out of the guest service software, Hotel Service 
Optimization System (HotSOS) at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, 
Nevada.   
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A Case Analysis: Implementation of a Guest Response System 
 
Background 
The Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino opened on March 2, 1999 on the Las Vegas 
strip.  The resort and casino is a 39-story luxury hotel casino and is owned by the 
MGM/Mirage Corporation.  Mandalay Bay has 3,309 guest rooms and a casino of 
135,000 feet.  Among the amenities included at Mandalay Bay is the adjacent convention 
center which has almost one million feet of space. The property also boosts numerous 
food and beverage outlets, a large pool complex, an events center, and an aquarium; the 
Shark Reef.   In 2004 a new 43-story tower was opened with 1,120 guest suites, called 
THEhotel at Mandalay Bay. THEhotel contains 1,117 one-bedroom suites, each at least 
750 square feet (Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino, 2008) (see Appendixes A and B for 
detailed property maps).  
Improving Guest Service 
THEhotel at Mandalay Bay had been ranked a 4-diamond hotel by AAA for three 
years (2005-2007).  Each year AAA inspects over 50,000 establishments throughout the 
United States, Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean. Only 3% of the lodgings and fewer 
than 4% of the restaurants receive a Four Diamond Award (AAA Four Diamond Awards 
Announced, 2007). By most standards this rating was sufficient and worthy of respect 
however with the increase in spectacular hotel resorts and amenities being built on this 
strip of land in Las Vegas, Mandalay Bay and THEhotel were feeling pressure to 
differentiate themselves on something other than property features.  Didya Bowser, 
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Director of Hotel Operations at THEhotel, was hired in May of 2007.  Didya had spent 
time as a front desk manager and agent at the MGM Grand Resort and Casino and had 
managed large properties before.  She was brought to THEhotel because of her vast 
knowledge and experience in guest service and her will and drive to improve processes. 
Upon one of her first agent meetings at THEhotel, Didya made it known that she intended 
to have THEhotel reach a 5 Diamond Award status. 
 Nearly two years prior to accepting the job change position, Didya had attended 
the hospitality annual Hospitality Industry Technology Exposition & Conference 
(HITEC) in Orlando, Florida.  While at the conference Didya met with representatives 
from M-Tech, a hospitality software provider from Miami, FL.  The software that caught 
Didya’s attention was called Hotel Service Optimization System (HotSOS).  The system 
operated on personal computes (PCs), in-house telephones and mobile devices (such as 
pagers and Blackberries) to send and respond to guest requests.  In Didya’s mind HotSOS 
was a no-brainer, and bringing it to Mandalay Bay and THEhotel would greatly increase 
the efficiency of communications and speed of guest amenity delivery.  By enhancing 
these practices at THEhotel then the 5 Diamond status would be more attainable. 
Dispatchers, radios and post-its…oh my 
Mandalay Bay and THEhotel, like many other large hotel resorts, fully utilized all 
aspects of hotel operations.  The hotel operations department is made up of Front Desk 
operations, VIP Services, Groups Reservations, Convention Services, Engineering, 
Environmental Services, and Housekeeping.  While these departments work under the 
same group umbrella, their processes and methods of communications were quite 
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different and segmented.  The silos of communication and work created a barrier between 
many of the departments, thus impacting the ability to reach new heights of guest service.   
Front Desk.  
Front desk agents were divided between the two properties, meaning the 
Mandalay Bay hotel had a fully staffed front desk and THEhotel had a separate 
fully staffed front desk. Both desks utilized the same property management 
system for checking in and out guests and setting up same day reservations.  
However, each guest tower had its own direct line, thus guests staying at 
THEhotel would dial agents for THEhotel directly.  S. Cordero (personal 
communication, April 15, 2008), a front desk agent at THEhotel described the 
former method of guest delivery as the following: “If a guest would call me at the 
front desk to ask for towels, I would have a steno notepad to write down every 
detail of the request.  [Such as] how many towels, if the guest needed them now 
or later and the room number.  I then would call housekeeping to tell them to 
deliver the towels.  A lot of the time I would be on hold with housekeeping, so 
often I would wait until I got 3-4 requests before I would call them.” 
 
VIP Services and Groups Reservations.   
The VIP Services and Groups Reservation departments had 
representatives, supervisors, and managers.  VIP services managed all incoming 
and outgoing Casino and VIP guests to the hotels.  Groups Reservations would 
create group hotel reservations for large parties and conventions.  Both of these 
departments utilized the same property management system (PMS) and also 
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supported some unique software to help manage their responsibilities.  T. Lozier 
(personal communication March 8, 2008), Groups Supervisor, stated that when a 
guest would call her department there were two methods of dispatching. For 
general members of an assembly or convention, the request was noted on 
notepads by the Groups representative who took the call.  Then the Groups 
representative would call the respective departments and relay the request, no 
follow up was completed.  However, Tina added, for high priority guests, such as 
CEOs or convention organizers, when a request was taken the Groups 
representative would not call the traditional switchboard but would directly call 
engineering leads or housekeeping floor managers to expediate the service.  VIP 
Services followed a very similar department make up and guest request process as 
groups.  However, the VIP Services department would typically follow up on a 
majority of their calls as they often dealt with high priority guests. 
 
Convention Services.  
The Convention Services department is a large department which provides 
services to all guests and customers who visit the property for a convention.  On 
average the convention services department will be supporting the entire 
convention & arena space and with that, they manage everything from hot dog 
warmers in the food courts, to applying new paint to walls, to clean-ups in 
restrooms.  The department utilized several methods to communicate their needs.  
One lead Professional Details Associate (PDA or as they are known on property 
“the red coats”) would enter all engineering or maintenance related service orders 
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at the end of a day or shift into the Maximo system.  The Maximo system was the 
legacy system used at Mandalay Bay for service order entry.  Once the service 
order was entered into Maximo the convention services PDA would call 
engineering to get the service expedited.  For clean up issues the PDAs on duty 
would either call housekeeping dispatch, email Environmental Services (EVS) 
directly or leave written messages at the EVS office.  The amount of time it took 
to request service, created inconsistencies in delivery and often the request might 
be delayed due to PDAs being unable to enter or communicate all the needs for 
one day. 
  
Engineering.   
The Engineering department encompassed the following functions: 
a. paint shop, 
b. carpentry shop, 
c. flooring shop, 
d. heating, ventilation, and air condition (HVAC), 
e.  guest room and public area engineers, 
f. water technicians (pool, spa, and water features), 
g. electricians, 
h. kitchen shop, 
i. TV shop, 
j. technical services, and 
k. lock shop. 
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While each ‘shop’ was led and managed separately, all incoming requests were funneled 
through a central location and status board.  The Fire Command Center (FCC) was the 
location where all engineering calls were taken and dispatched.  On a typical day the FCC 
would be manned by 4 dispatchers during the day shift (7am -4am), 3 staff members 
during the swing shift (4pm – 11pm) and 2 during graveyard shift (11pm – 7am).  Among 
the duties of an engineering dispatcher, were to take all guest incoming calls, document 
service requests from guests and other departments (i.e. those initially taken by the front 
desk), monitor all fire, flood, and air handler alarms and dispatch all work orders over 
radios.   
Prior to the adoption of an automatic guest dispatching system, the engineering 
dispatchers used the Maximo system to document their service orders.  The Maximo 
system (see Appendix C for an example of the Maximo system) required data entry to 
begin the work order life cycle.  The work order had to be manually dispatched over 
radio and in order for the work order to be closed, engineers responsible for completing 
the work would need to print the work order, sign it and indicate the amount of labor used 
to complete the work.  The engineer would then be required to give the printed version to 
the dispatchers so that the service order could be completed in the Maximo system.  All 
in all, the engineering service order documentation and dispatching was a extremely 
manual process.  Furthermore, as of October 2007 there were close to 3,000 open service 
orders, these were service orders that had been completed by the engineer but had not 




The Environmental Services (EVS) department had responsibility for maintaining 
the cleanliness of public areas in the casino and resort.  As the resort is quite expansive 
and large, the department was very mobile and often times were only accessible via 
walkie talkie.  EVS shift supervisors would run reports each morning and review all 
emailed requests to plan their work.  They would assign their porters an area for each day 
based on emailed and previously reported requests.  If a request was taken in real-time, 
for example, a guest spilled water in the marble lobby of THEhotel, then front desk 
agents would call housekeeping to report the clean-up.  Housekeeping dispatch would 
then locate an EVS shift supervisor on their walkie talkie and relay the message.  The 
EVS shift supervisor would have to communicate over radio to their porter of the spill in 
the lobby.  As is evident, an EVS request could go through countless channels of 
communications and was prone to user error in interpretation and delivery/response time. 
  
Housekeeping. 
 Perhaps the largest department in the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino is the 
housekeeping department.  With nearly 4000 rooms to serve, the department is 
approximately 1500 members strong.  The department follows a typical hierarchy with 
runners, housemen and guest room attendants reporting to floor managers.  The floor 
managers report to assistant executives.  Other functions included in the housekeeping 
department are utility porters, material control, and dispatchers.   
 All housekeeping related service calls where funneled through phones from guest 
rooms and other departments to the status board in the housekeeping offices.  The 
housekeeping offices are in the basement of the hotel.  During the day time shifts, five 
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status board technicians would man the phones.  When a technician received a call she 
would follow the process below: 
1. Answer the call in a polite voice and state her name 
2. Write down the time of the call on her housekeeping log sheet (the sheet was a 
Microsoft Word document that had a grid printed on it, with roughly 20 lines for 
manual text entry). 
3. Once the request was made over the phone the technician would write down the 
room number and the request.   
4. When a break came in the phone calls (i.e. there is no guest on hold and no 
current incoming call), she would radio for the appropriate houseperson or floor 
manager.  Note: By the time a break came there might be 4-5 pending requests 
that needed to be dispatched.   
5. The appropriate houseperson or floor manager would respond over radio.  The 
technician would report the request over radio, and add to her log which personnel 
took the request and what time the request was handed off. 
The process was extremely tedious, error prone, and time consuming.  Guests typically 
would wait 20 plus minutes for simple amenities such as towels or rollaway beds.  As the 
property grew, so grew the demand and strain on the technicians who manned the status 
board. 
Planning for the Rollout 
Task Timeline/Date 
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Everyone at THEhotel 
and Mandalay Bay recognized 
the need to adopt a consistent 
and efficient method for guest 
and internal service order 
delivery.  On June 27, 2007 
the first HotSOS planning meeting was held.  The meeting was held in the hotel 
operations conference room in the Mandalay Bay tower.  Among the attendees were Kim 
Cimini, executive Vice President of Hotel Operations, Matt Chilton, Director of Hotel 
Operations at Mandalay Bay, Joseph Lusch, Executive Vice President of Facilities and 
Jeffery Nagata, Director of Housekeeping.  The agenda was to discuss the timelines for 
HotSOS, costs and what mobile devices could be brought in-house to support the system.  
A sister property, MGM Grand had already rolled out the HotSOS system; however the 
system faced many challenges due to little pre-planning and training.  Kim made the 
announcement that it was imperative that the Mandalay Bay property not have the same 
challenges as MGM Grand.  
Within one month’s time it was agreed upon to have a phased rollout of the 
system. The property was uniquely designed to have two hotels that share the amenities 
and departments, thus the property had a perfect setup for multiple rollouts.  By 
separating the roll-outs, the property ensured an easier transition for its users and greater 
user buy-in. T. Fackett (personal communication, April 29, 2008), senior Information 
Technology project manager for MGM/Mirage stated the following,  
Steering committee kick off meeting June 27, 2007 
Organizational meetings and process development Due August 10, 2007 
Housekeeping and Front Desk data entry  Due August 15, 2007 
End User Training September 15-28, 2007 
System Testing October 4-5, 2008 
First Go-Live October 8, 2007 High-level timeline for the HotSOS project implementation. 
Table 1 
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“Tiered or phased rollouts, especially with respect to cross department 
application deployments, have many benefits.  First off and perhaps the most 
important aspect is risk mitigation.  In terms of HotSOS, a single property rollout 
of all departments would leave the property at substantial risk for customer service 
delivery, at levels it is accustomed to, should the deployment prove to have hurdles 
when launched.  By selecting a single department or limiting the number of 
departments, the amount of obstacles necessary to overcome is reduced 
substantially, and with that the risks both foreseen and unforeseen.  Secondly by 
segmenting the rollout, the resources required in time to deploy, resources required 
to deploy and costs for deployment are greatly reduced.  A phased approach allows 
for managing a tighter rollout budget with greater accuracy.  While the total 
property implementation may not be positively affected cost-wise, being able to 
provide detailed phased budgets makes deployment management easier.  Thirdly, 
but perhaps most critical for the end user, is adoption.  With a tiered approach, the 
future deployment departments will benefit from the applicable knowledge of prior 
deployed departments within the same property (or perhaps even cross-property).  
A single massive adoption requirement can create dissention of the new 
technology, where as bringing all users up to speed slowly and segmented, 
managing acceptance becomes easier.  Typically the single biggest reason for new 
application deployments is to gain greater business understanding, but that can 
only be successfully achieved if the end users both utilize and believe in the 
system they are required to use.  Lastly and specific to HotSOS is the benefit that 
future departments realize by leveraging the knowledge gained from prior 
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departments business rules.  The need for accurate business rule definition is 
critical for HotSOS, and by breaking up the deployment, future phases can be 
modified to accommodate lessons learned.” 
The implementation was planned to roll-out by department and by tower (see Appendix 
D for the detailed phased roll-out timeline). 
A detailed project plan was drafted to ensure all members of the steering 
committee were aware of upcoming deadlines.  The project plan consisted of many 
detailed line items filtered into departments and major milestones.  With the first go-live 
less than 2 months away, the HotSOS system administrator had her work cut out for her.  
Three main milestones for the project plan were: data gathering, training and 
communications.   
Data gathering was completed first.  The HotSOS system administrator worked 
with management and supervisors within each department to gather employee IDs and 
roles.  A second aspect of data gathering was documenting and archiving each and every 
property location (including all guest rooms) and piece of equipment.  This took 
numerous physical walks of the property, meeting with engineering and conventions 
services and working with corporate Information Technology (IT) to extract data from 
the property management system.  After initial data gathering had commenced, the 
administrator set up weekly meeting with key personnel to determine the method and 
delivery rules that would be established for the mobile devices.  By ensuring that each 
department participated in this development and design, the property was able to ensure 
buy-in and efficiencies were present from the start. 
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The second major milestone of the project was appropriate communications.  As 
HotSOS was seen as a drastic change to the daily jobs of most line level employees, the 
administrator felt it was important to build hype and promote the positive attributes of the 
system.  A sub-committee of key users was established (see Appendix E for an outline of 
the user roles and an example of the flyer for departmental HotSOS Key Users).  These 
key users received timely communication via email (see Appendix F for an example of a 
HotSOS key user email communication) and were identified within their departments as 
the “key go-to people”.  With ensuring key users existed in each department, Mandalay 
Bay was limiting the funneling effect that typically occurs when only one person can 
address issues or handle questions. 
Finally, training was crucial to the rollout of this new system and hardware.  Early 
on, each steering committee member committed to providing training to their users.  This 
was a sizeable commitment.  Personnel had to be pulled from tasks and their jobs to 
attend one hour courses and this meant being creative with scheduling and at times 
offering over-time.  The training was scheduled for two weeks and was held on property.  
The training outlines and training materials were all construed in-house (see Appendix G 
for an example of a Quick Reference Card and the PowerPoint used for end user 
training).  The materials were geared to include all applicable subject matter by 
department and by trade/function.  The classes went through how to use the system 
(which buttons to click) and provided an overview of any new or changed processes.  
One such process was the guest call back feature.  As noted before, when the front desk 
agent would relay the guest request to either engineering or housekeeping, then that 
would be the end of the front desk involvement.  Front desk was never aware of when a 
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delivery was made, if the guest was pleased and if the guest needed any further 
assistance.  The HotSOS system allowed front desk agents to be notified when a delivery 
was complete.  This notification triggered the guest call back process, which required 
front desk agents to monitor the HotSOS screen, identify a completed order and call the 
guest room or cell phone number.  Upon placing the call to the guest, the front desk agent 
would ask if the service was satisfactory and if any further assistance was needed.  This 
new process was indeed a step in the right direction for reaching better guest service.  
After two weeks of formal training the system was installed on all applicable computes in 
a test format.  This test format allowed users to “play” with the system prior to the go-live 
date.  Practice makes perfect.  
Mandalay Bay Meet HotSOS 
The first system go-live was Monday, October 8, 2007.  On the first day of usage, 
850 users experienced HotSOS at THEhotel by entering service orders in the system and 
receiving service orders on their HotSOS pagers.  On the first day of use, 820 service 
orders were entered and completed.  By removing the need for front desk agents to call 
housekeeping to provide guest orders, front desk agents now had the time to instead 
provide a service call back to the guest and ensure that the service delivery was properly 
address.  A. Granucci (personal communication, April 20, 2008), THEhotel Assistant 
Manager recalls, “The go-live date, here at THE[hotel] was seamless.  We had prepared 
our team and got a lot of people involved.  They all believed in the system.”  Ms. 
Granucci also added, “I Love HotSOS!  The system holds people accountable, it gives us 
greater options with reports and bottom line – it is far easier to simply put something into 
a computer, than call and wait on hold for someone to answer.” 
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After the successful go-live of the HotSOS system with housekeeping at THEhotel, the 
hotel then planned and executed the engineering go-live and the Mandalay Bay hotel go-
live in a similar manner.  As of April 14, 2008 the entire property was successfully using 
the HotSOS system. 
Takeaways 
 The HotSOS implementation at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino was a great 
learning experience for the administrator and property.  Installing a new technology in 
any industry or firm can be daunting, let alone within a service property.  Many of the 
HotSOS users had never before used mobile devices or were they held accountability for 
entering and responding to digital service requests.  The system was indeed a change 
from how Mandalay Bay did business and it impacted line-level and managers of many 
departments. 
 However, with the thoughtful and diligent planning, the transition from manual 
processes to technology based dispatching was more seamless than expected.  A 
recommendation for such system initiatives is to increase buy-in with early departmental 
involvement and a key user organization.  Furthermore, training of all levels and all shifts 
is necessary and can assist with working out any questions or ‘kinks’ prior to go-live.  
Ensuring all employees who will be touched by the system are well informed and 
knowledgable about possible changes, impacts, and dates is necessary.  Finally, being 
present and visible during and after go-live is a necessity to ensure a successful system 
transition. 
 In retrospect there are some aspects of the implantation plan that could have been 
enhanced.  For instance, a training meeting with the vendor and the property 
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administrator would have increased the efficiency and ease of data collection and entry.  
Months into go-live at Mandalay Bay, the HotSOS administrator was still ‘cleaning-up’ 
some data issues, that could have been resolved prior to the initial data upload.  As hotels 
run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, utilizing multiple property administrators to allow for 
full coverage would be a recommendation for ongoing implementations.  A final 
suggestion is to utilize any synergies that exist with a company or corporation.  Mandalay 
Bay had a sister property on HotSOS, yet the only representative who met with MGM 
Grand users was the administrator.  If line-level MGM Grand users had participated in 
training, communications or go-live with line-level employees at Mandalay Bay, a great 
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Appendix E: Key user Roles and department flyer. 
End User  
A user of the HotSOS system (PC console, assigned a device, or telephone respondent.) 
 
Key User 
A user of the HotSOS system with expert knowledge of their department processes and 
procedures.  Will provide ongoing support and coaching to end users.  
 
HotSOS/Key User Trainer 
A user of the HotSOS system with all attributes of a Key User, but assumes the additional 
responsibility of delivering business process and HotSOS training to End Users and new 
employees.  
 
Process Leaders/Department Administrators 
Individuals who own the end-to-end process and will determine how the departments and 
functional areas will adapt and grow with the HotSOS implementation.  Will assist in 
implementing change management activities and ensure system training supports go-live and long 
term sustainability of the processes and system.  
 
HotSOS Administrator 
Individual(s) with all attributes of a Process Leader who also participates in the implementation 





Key User candidates should exhibit the following characteristics: 
 
 Willingness to help others in a positive manner. 
 Communication skills, both speaking and listening. 
 The ability to explain solutions in an understandable manner. 
 Credibility with peers and management. 
 Willingness to continue learning. 
 Broad understanding of their own functional business process. 
 
Key Users who will act as trainers (HotSOS Trainers) should possess the aforementioned 
characteristics plus the following: 
 
 Comfortable speaking to an audience. 
 Organized. 
 Able to manage a training environment. 
• Prepare themselves and the training room. 
• Manage timeliness and attitudes of trainees. 
• Flexible and adaptable. 
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Got a HotSOS question or 
comment?  Talk with your Key 
Users.  We’re here to help! 
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It is now 6 days until THEhotel Housekeeping, Eng Lockshop, Groups, VIP, and Front 
Desk Go-Live on HotSOS. 
  
Below are some new training materials and an update on the HotSOS System.   
  
• GOOD NEWS!! HotSOS & LMS are now synced!  Meaning you can pull in Guest 
Information.  Try making a new service order and selecting a room that has a guest 
checked into it.  
From Operations >> Orders Console 
a. Click .  
b. Type a common word for the issue into Issue Field (ex. Towel), Press enter or 
click the .  
c. Enter the room number in the Where field, Press enter or click the .  
d. In the Guest Field click .  Select the guest name.  If an additional guest made 
the request add the additional guest name as a memo, click More>> to add a 
memo.  
e. Click .  
• Guest Services – Visit the Guest Issues Monitor to see the completed orders that need to 
have Call Backs completed.  
• The HotSOS training environment will be available from September 29th until 3pm on 
October 7th.  Encourage your teams/departments to take 5 minutes each day and ‘play’ in 
the system.  It never hurts to practice.  
• Mini IVR Sheets – Attached you will find mini IVR (aka the HotSOS Phone System) 
cheat sheets.  There are ‘special editions’ for Housekeeping, Groups, and VIP.  Front 
Desk Lobby Ambassadors can store all three in their binder to use the lobby phone to 
create guest requests.  If you have any additions to your mini card, feel free to add them 
in yourself or email Sarita Noyola to share the addition with other departments.  
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Appendix G: End user training material examples. 
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